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*****.Introducing Algy, the most unusual and charming fluffy bird you could ever hope to meet!
Algy is completely and utterly lost - at sea! When his tiny raft emerges from the swirling mist, Algy
finally sees the rocky coast and hills of a foreign land. but can he manage to reach the shore and
survive in this strange new place? This first book in the series of Tales from the Adventures of Algy
tells a thrilling story of endurance and achievement; dangers and misfortune overcome; funny,
friendly creatures and mean, nasty beasts, and - making his way through it all with endless good
humour and a song in his beak - an extraordinary and talented bird, who is, without doubt,
surprisingly fluffy. Algy s daily adventures have been presented on a Tumblr blog since March 2012.
Now, at last, the most exciting tales inspired by Algy s adventures are being published in book form,
to delight children of all ages from 7 to 107. Also available in hardback and Kindle e-book With
colour illustrations...
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Reviews
Very good eBook and valuable one. This is for anyone who statte that there was not a worth reading. You will not truly feel monotony at at any time of
your own time (that's what catalogs are for concerning if you question me).
-- Ms. O na Muller
A fresh eBook with a brand new standpoint. It can be rally exciting throgh looking at period of time. I am delighted to inform you that this is the greatest
book i have read through during my individual existence and may be he very best publication for ever.
-- Er a Thompson
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